Acoustical Doorway Solutions
Sound Transmission Control for Any Facility
Brought to you by ASSA ABLOY Group brands:
BARON | CECO DOOR | CURRIES | FRAMEWORKS | GRAHAM | MAIMAN
PEMKO | SMP SPECIALTY DOORS

Who We
Are

ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, representing leading door and
hardware brands. Our goal is to help facilities improve all aspects of perimeter and doorway
security, life-safety, sustainability and design.

Door Opening Solutions from ASSA ABLOY
Group brands help designers provide building
occupants with an indoor environment free of
intrusive or disruptive levels of sound.
Our brands offer assemblies with a wide range
of sound ratings for diverse and demanding
environmental conditions.
Acoustical openings are:
• An economical and durable noise
reduction solution
• Available with wood, hollow metal, stainless
steel, or aluminum doors and frames
• Provided with all appropriate seals,
thresholds and door bottoms
The U.S. Green Building Council recognizes the importance of
acoustical control by including LEED Indoor Environment Quality
(IEQ ) credits for acoustics. Credits are expanded beyond schools and
healthcare in the new LEED v4.

(when required)

Delivering
Solutions for
Acoustic Control
ASSA ABLOY has designed interior solutions that
provide exceptional acoustic control. Each of the design
configurations align with targeted Sound Transmission Class
(STC) ratings as required by multiple codes and standards.
Providing superior acoustic solutions for:
• Education
• Healthcare
• Hospitality
• Military and Government
• Office

Two Industry Leaders Partnering to Deliver Superior Acoustic
Environments
ASSA ABLOY and CertainTeed Corporation have teamed up as
part of an industry-first collaboration to address acoustical
challenges. Representing global leadership in door opening
solutions, gypsum board, ceilings and insulation solutions,
the collaboration of ASSA ABLOY and CertainTeed leverages
world-class building science and technical expertise to create
recommendations for interior spaces that meet or exceed
the most stringent acoustical requirements.

The Impact
of Sound
Music may be a pleasant source of relaxation. But when it’s blaring from an adjacent room,
music can be disruptive. Same goes for voices, outdoor machinery, vehicle traffic or even children
laughing. Even at low levels, noise can overpower the sounds we want or need to hear. Effective
building design can help control sound to ensure a space will achieve the purpose for which it was
designed, whether it be to promote sleep, healing, learning or information security.

When sound falls on an assembly, part of it is
reflected and part is absorbed, the remainder is
transmitted through the assembly.

Reflection
Transmission

Absorption

Many building codes and standards contain
requirements for the acoustic performance of walls,
doors, windows, ceilings and other architectural
elements. These sound control measures shield
building occupants from excessive noise.
And while complex formulas calculate sounds at
various frequencies in noise studies, most people
can quickly identify when they experience poor
acoustics. Controlling sound transmission and
creating better acoustical environments benefits all
building occupants.

Basic
Acoustics

Sound Transmission Reduction Relies on
Two Main Principles:
Sound Absorption - Removing sound energy from within a
room by using materials to soak up or block the transmission
of sound.
Sound Insulation - Preventing the transmission of sound waves
by introducing a barrier. Examples include brick, concrete,
metal, wood doors, etc.
In order to reduce the transmission of sound, materials are
added between the source room and the receiving room. The
resulting change in decibel level is the sound transmission loss

Resources:
•	ASTM E90 – Method for
Laboratory Measurement of
Airborne - 2009
•	Sound Transmission Loss of
Building Partitions – 2009
•	ASTM E413 – Classification for
Rating Sound – 2010
•	ASTM E1332-10a – Standard
Classification for Rating
Outdoor-Indoor Sound
Attenuation - 2010
•	ASTM E2235 – Standard Test
Method for Determination of
Decay - 2012

and is given a Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating.

•	Rates for Use in Sound
Insulation Test Methods –2012

The higher the rating number, the lower the transmission

•	ANSI S12.60 – Acoustical
Performance Criteria, Design
Requirements, and Guidelines
for Schools - 2010

of sound. The STC rating is roughly the decibel reduction
an assembly can provide.

•	ASHRAE 189.1 - Standard
for the Design of High Performance Green Buildings
- 2011
Average Noise Reductions
Thru Walls 35 dB

•	ASHRAE 189.3.3.2 – Interior
Sound
•	2010 FGI Guidelines (for
Healthcare)

Source Room
100 dB

Receiving
Room 55 dB

• IGCC Section 807 Acoustics

Average Noise Reductions
Thru Doors 45 dB

• CAL Green, Title 24
• LEED 2009
• LEED v4

If a 100 dB noise is reduced to 55 dB, that
product roughly has a STC 45 rating

Understanding
Sound

Sound is the human ear's response to the oscillation of pressure, or vibrations, moving through the air.
The oscillation pressure is measured in decibels (dB) indicating the intensity or loudness of sound. With
the use of acoustic products, sound can be absorbed, dampened, insulated or isolated. The effectiveness
of these products are designated by STC ratings, with a higher value indicating greater reduction of
unwanted sound.

Sound Transmission Class (STC):
In a sound test, an assembly will be tested for
two STC ratings. The first is called the “sealed-inplace” rating. This is an assembly where a door is
placed within a frame and acoustic putty is then

Common noises and their
related decibel level.
Sound
Level dB

Environment

Noise
Level

0

Threshold of
hearing

Inaudible

20

Very rural
environment

Extremely
quiet

30

Quiet home

Faint

40

Quiet office

Distant
sounds
audible

50

Background
conversation

Moderate

without the acoustic putty. Instead,
0 perimeter

60

Radio/Television
in home

Moderate

the transmission of sound.

70

Highway noise

Moderately
loud

80

Background
factory noise

Loud

90

Noisy factory

Very loud

105

Elevated train

Deafening

120

Bass drum at 3'

Physical
pain

130

Jet aircraft at 100'

Physical
pain

applied to the four sides of the door (top, bottom
and jambs). It is then placed into a test chamber
between the source room and receiving room and
is subjected to 16 one-third octave bands between
125 and 5000 hertz. The resulting “score” is the
best possible STC rating the opening can achieve.
The next rating is called the “operable” rating. This
same assembly is used in the next application but

1 0 dB

gaskets, door bottoms and sills are used to block

100 dB

46 dB

46 dB

Transmission
Reduction in
Door Openings

The STC of a door is determined through sealed-in-place
acoustic testing. Many factors impact the STC result
including the door base materials, thickness/mass,
the internal sound core and the overall stiffness of the
door. You can minimize the STC drop by selecting high
performance acoustic products that help to seal the
opening when the door is closed. These products are
available from ASSA ABLOY Group brands including
gasketing, door bottoms, thresholds, continuous hinges
and special STC doors and frames.

Acoustic Door Testing Methods
and Procedures:
Testing conforms to ASTM E90-2009 Standard Test
Method for Laboratory Measurement of Airborne Sound

When STC ratings are determined, normal
human speech and hearing are used. In
most cases the level of reduction does
not totally eliminate but rather muffles
the sound to an unintelligible level. The
chart shown below compares the level
of speech that would be heard through a
door opening with the indicated operable
STC rating.

Transmission Loss of Building Partitions and Elements.

Operable
Level of Speech Heard
STC Rating

Acoustic Door Testing is done on “sealed-in-place” doors

STC-30

Loud speech understood

STC-35

Loud speech heard but not
understood

STC-40

Loud speech audible as a
murmur

STC-45

Some loud speech barely
audible

STC-48

Hearing strained to hear
loud speech

STC-50

Loud speech not audible

for door STC ratings, as well as on assemblies (with
gasketing and door bottoms) for operable STC ratings.
Operable STC ratings are always equal to or lower than
the sealed-in-place ratings. The best performance rating
on the operable test is a “zero drop” in the assembly's STC
rating. For example, a door with an STC 45 rating can only
achieve an operable STC of 45 at its very best; it can never
achieve a STC 50.

Education
Environments

Sound Transmission Class Ratings describe how well a building partition attenuates (reduces) sound. The
higher the rating number, the lower the transmission of sound. For example a standard classroom door
requires a STC 30, but a music classroom door requires a STC 40 (ANSI S12.60-2002).

Education: Acoustics Impact Learning.
Loud noises are disruptive in educational settings.
Quiet classrooms result in engaged and focused
students while fostering creativity and positive
social skills.

STC 30 - 40
Acoustical Solution for Education Environments
(Example Solution - STC 35)
MAIMAN

Serenity Thermal Fused Door

FRAMEWORKS

Aluminum Frame

PEMKO

STC Seal Set (Includes Gasketing
and Door Bottom)

Other acoustical solution variations available

Create a holistic solution that integrates
CertainTeed’s SilentFX® noise-reducing
gypsum board, Sustainable Insulation®
fiberglass batt insulation and Symphony®
mineral fiber ceiling panels

Office
Environments

Acoustics Impact Employee Productivity
and Health.
The distractions of a noisy work environment
decrease productivity, increase fatigue, stress and
illness. A quiet work space has a positive impact
on workers' productivity, health and overall job
satisfaction.

STC 45
Acoustical Solution for Standard Office
Environments (Example Solution - STC 45)
GRAHAM

Serenity Flush Wood Door

CECO DOOR or
CURRIES

Hollow Metal Frame

PEMKO

S773 and S44 Perimeter Seals
and 2005 Threshold

Other acoustical solution variations available

LEED v4: Maximum composite
sound transmission class ratings for
adjacent spaces
ADJACENCY COMBINATIONS

STCC

Residence (within
a multifamily
residence), hotel or
motel room

Residence,
hotel
or motel
room

55

Residence, hotel
or motel room

Common
hallway,
stairway

50

Residence, hotel
or motel room

Retail

60

Retail

Retail

50

Standard office

Standard
office

45

Executive office

Executive
office

50

Conference room

Conference
room

50

Office, conference
room

Hallway,
stairway

50

Mechanical
equipment room

Occupied
area

60

Healthcare
& Hospitality
Environments
To determine an appropriate level of noise for an environment, an evaluation of the current noise level
must be done, and the desired level determined. The specific STC rating needed is highly dependent
on how the space will be used. From healthcare facilities to hospitality environments, research has
proven that meeting the recommended STC ratings can promote healing, improve the way one feels,
communicates and works.

Healthcare: Acoustics Promote
Patient Healing.
The modern hospital is full of equipment with
buzzers and beepers constantly monitoring
patients. This noise distracts employees from the
task at hand and disrupts patients' sleep. A welldesigned acoustical environment can improve
overall patient healing.

Hospitality: Acoustics Impact the
Guest Experience.
Excessive noise can make a hotel feel busy, rushed
and out of control. A quiet environment is calming,
promoting a good night's sleep and projecting
quality, safety and security.

STC 45-50
Acoustical Solution for Healthcare and Hospitality
Environments (Example Solution - STC 47)
MAIMAN

Serenity Thermal Fused Door

CECO DOOR or
CURRIES

Hollow Metal Frame

PEMKO

STC Seal Set (Includes Gasketing
and Door Bottom)

Other acoustical solution variations available

Military &
Government
Environments

Military and Government: Acoustics
Promote Information Security.
Departments throughout the military, federal and
state governments have varying needs for sound
control to protect sensitive compartmented
information.

STC 55
Acoustical Solution for Military and Government
Environments (Example Solution - STC 55)
SMP Security
Metal Products

F55P Door System

SMP Security
Metal Products

Hollow Metal Frame

PEMKO

S776 Perimeter Seal System with
2008STC Threshold

Other acoustical solution variations available

Scan this Microsoft® Tag with your
mobile phone to find your local
ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions
sales representative.
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